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CUTTER   R3

The grass cutter type R3 is a new design by BAB

This new serie of cutters is mainly focused on the wider working widths

The dimensions of the working width range from 260 cm up to and including 350 cm.

A compact design is created by using 3 rotors instead of 2.

The gearboxes are on 1 line and have a fixed driveline. Each gearbox has his own rotor.

There is chosen for a large overlap of 2x 5 cm.  The design and production of the 

gearboxes is all done by BAB. These gearboxes are designed  for  100 hp.

On the backside of the gearbox is a big showglass to verify quick and easy 

the oil level.  The frame is made out of steel , with  6 , 8 and 12 mm of thickness. 

On the backside the cutter has a wide roller with ø 220 mm. This roller is equipped

with a double bearing and a special dirt seal.
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standard machine

* low construction

* skids in front side

* rear roller  ø 220 mm

* linkage cat II  ø 25- 28 mm

* fixe drive line

* 3 rotors , 3x left turning

* rotor with swinging blades

* grass discharge on left side

* height adjustable

* 750 - 1000 rpm

* pto drive shaft with clutch

 nr: type cutting: total: frame rotor blade weight price

cm cm mm # # kg €

882-500-263 R263 260 270 6 3 6

882-500-293 R293 290 300 6 3 6 900

882-500-323 R323 320 330 6 3 6 1050

882-500-353 R353 350 360 6 3 6

options
1 2 3 4

metal rollers in front side top open frame 8 mm (+100 kg) signalisation 

instead of 6 mm for road traffic

left and right
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